Resonance damping for a vibrating plate is investigated both according to the exact equations of dynamical viscoelasticity and the classical thin-plate equations derived in mechanics of materials. The plate is assumed as isotropic and homogeneous and no shear-or rotatory-inertia corrections have been included in the thinplate approximations. Two types of materials are investigated that correspond to real and complex values of the bulk modulus, For each case, the complex shear modulus is p(l+ig) and values of g up to 0.10 were used in the calculations. The two theories are in excellent agreement in a range of wavelengths as low as about ten times the thickness. It is found that thin-plate theory evaluates the damping more accurately than it does the static rigidity.
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y--h/2
The object of such comparisons is to arrive at the simplest technologically useful governing equations for use in more realistic situations.
The general problem of energy-dissipation mechanisms in structures has been considered by Lazan,*sg with a discussion of various engineering measures of the dissipation. The measurement of the damping has been considered by Plunkett'O; vibrating-reed tests have been described by Bland and Leell and by Horio and Onogi12 that determine the complex moduli of given materials. in time. The deformation is antisymmetric with respect to the x axis and represents a bending of the plate. The displacements are functions of (x,y,t), and at y= f (h/2) it is required that u= f U sin(Zx) exp(iwt), v= V cos(Zx) exp(iwt).
The surface stresses (q,T) and the surface amplitudes (U, V) can be related linearly as Demer13 has presented an extensive bibliography in the field of material damping up to 19.55; a selected bibliography14 to 1959 is also available.
where p is the shear modulus. The first problem is the determination of the uij coefficients in Eqs. (3).
I. SOLUTION BY EXACT EQUATIONS OF
It is well-known that the displacements can be DYNAMIC VISCOELASTICITY written in the form
The plate, Fig. (l) , is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous;
--<x<~, -h/2<y<+h/2. The motion is assumed to be independent of the coordinates z, and the horizontal and vertical coordinates are (x,y), as shown in the Figure. u= (%+'x)-(@/a~) and v= @(~l~r)+@U~x),
and, if u and v satisfy the dynamical equations of elasticity, then the conditions on cp and # are that these functions satisfy the scalar wave equations The stresses in Fig. (1) are denoted by uzy, uVV, and displacements at any point (x,y,t) by (u,v) ; the stress amplitudes at the surface are denoted by (Q,T). The surfaces of the plate are at y= *(h/2); additional information can be found in the List of Main Symbols.
Solutions of the dynamical equations of elasticity are required that at y= f (h/2) reduce to a,,=fq cos(Zx) exp(iwt), uzy= 7 sin(Zx) exp(iwt).
(1)
where V is Laplace's operator in rectangular coordinates and cl= (p/p)* is the speed of the shear or S wave and c2= C(~+awb)l* is the speed of the P wave; X is Lame's constant, p is the mass density, and EL is the shear modulus. In later work, we shall also make use of the known relations
It is therefore assumed that surface tractions have been applied that are periodic along x and also periodic Zv=fi(e) sin(Zx) exp(iwt),
where Zy=e and y= Zh/2.
The parameter y has a fundamental physical significance. It is inversely proportional to the ratio of the wavelength d: to the plate thickness. We write C/h= r/-r, where 6: is the wavelength of the deformation. Note that in the fundamental mode of a freely supported / plate the span is represented by C/2. A value of 0.3 for y corresponds to a span of about 5 times the thickness; see Fig. 2 . We show that this particular value plays an important part as a limiting case for the validity of the thin-plate theory.
The functions fl and fi satisfy the ordinary differential equations
where /?t = I-(w2/cr?Z2) and ,8z2= 1 -(w~/c~~Z~). The appropriate solutions that have the correct evenness and oddness conditions for the vertical coordinates are fl=Alcosh(&B) and f2=Az sinh@@). (10) Thus, the functions (cp,+) are now known in terms of (e,x,t) to within arbitrary constants (A I,AJ. If the results, Eqs. (7), and (lo), are used in Eq. (4), u and ZJ are known and by (2) U and I' can be written as
V=Az cosh(Ply)+AzPz cosh(Pzr).
The stresses are given by 
The coefficients aij in Eqs. (3) can now be found by elimination of A 1, A 2 from among Eqs. (1 l), (13). The results are
D= tanh@y)-p& tanh@ry).
If only normal surface forces are present on the plate, then T=O, q#O, and 
This characteristic equation is a relationship between frequency and wavelength that may be represented on a plot using the nondimensional variables Q= w/crZ and y. The physical significance of Q becomes evident when it is recalled that o/Z is the phase velocity along x.
In the present analysis, we assume that if the medium is elastic-that is if p and X are real-Eq. (16) is satisfied. In other words, the frequency is chosen as a function of the wavelength in such a way that the plate is at resonance. Moreover, the resonant condition is assumed to be defined by the lowest-frequency branch of Eq. (16). This branch corresponds to bending vibrations that degenerate into Rayleigh waves for wavelengths smaller than the plate thickness.
A. Complex Moduli
To compute the damping at resonance, the moduli p and X are replaced by complex quantities representing the viscoelastic properties of the medium. The moduli are functions of the imaginary frequency p=iw. The values adopted here are those corresponding to the resonant frequency. We consider two types of materials : one with zero bulk damping, the other with equal values of bulk and shear damping. Two values Y = t and v= $ of Poisson's ratio will be assumed. The examples treated below are intended as extreme cases in order to bracket a range of properties of common materials.
Material I
This material is purely elastic for volume changes and viscoelastic for shear deformation. The shear modulus p is replaced by p=p(l+ig).
For a material with bulk elasticity, it was shown' that X is replaced by
where K is a real quantity representing the bulk modulus. This may also be written as
where Y is Poisson's ratio for the purely elastic medium. 
The bulk viscoelasticity is then represented by the complex modulus K= (A+$) (l+ig).
General properties of materials of this type were discussed in an earlier paper.'j The term "homogeneous spectrum" was used to indicate this property. The term uniform spectrum seems preferable and is used in this paper.
Representative values of g for structural materials are in the range 0.01 to 0.10, with values 0.25 being typical of materials used in solid propellant grains.
AmpliJcation Factor at Resonance
This factor is the ratio of the dynamic deflection at resonance to the static deflection under the same load at zero frequency.
We first evaluate the plate amplitude under dynamic conditions.
By the correspondence principle, we now replace p and X by p and x in Eq. (15). The result is or The load-q is-now a complex quantity @ The complex quantities PI, PZ and the & also replace &, p2 and aii, respectively.
Under static conditions, (J= 0 and the static load q8 is given by the limiting value of Eq. (15) as p1 and p2 approach unity. Hence, q,=RV with R=2zp(x+p) (tanhy-sech2y).
(23) x+2/J What we are interested in here is the ratio q/q8 at resonance. We write this ratio as
The complex load c&. is that given by Eq. (21) at resonance ; that is, assuming that if we put g= 0 Eq. (16) is satisfied. As pointed out above, this relates the frequency to the wavelength by a curve that is chosen to be the lowest-frequency branch of the characteristic equation (16).
The physical significance of the ratio e+iG is obtained by comparing the static deflection V8 to the dynamical deflection 7, under the same load q at resonance. We 
represents the ampli&ation factor at resonance. At resonance, a vanishes for a purely elastic medium. The quantity G is a measure of the damping and is of the order g for small g. The real part e is of the order g2. Since g is sufficiently small, only the linear terms are retained in the analysis and G/g is then independent of g. The validity of this approximation is established in the numerical analysis of the problem.
II. THIN-PLATE APPROXIMATION

The equation of motion of a thin plate is
Eh3 a4v a2v
-+phG= applied load.
12(1--2) ax4
(27)
If V(x,t) in Eq. (27) is assumed as V cos(Zx) exp(id) and the applied load as 29, cos(Zx) exp(wt), then Eq. (27) becomes
2q,= -phw2V+[Eh3/12(1-v2)]Z4V,(28)
or, with -y=Zh/2 and E/(1-v2)=4~(X+~)/(X+2~), as (9,/L) = [ 4(x+/d PO2 ------+-
1
V. 3(~+2d ~12
In the static case (w= 0), the result is
With qrp denoting the complex load at resonance for the viscoelastic thin-plate theory, we set &,/qsp = ++iG,, which is the analog of the expression (e+iG) from the exact theory. By the same reasoning used in obtaining Eq. (26), we find the amplification factor at resonance for the thin plate to be
P,,/V,,= l/(ep+iGp). (31)
In the present case, we find that or X [
1+(4/9)c(1--2v)/(l--v)12g2 1
DYNAMIC VISCOELAST~CITY for g2<<1 ; however, the exact dependence of G,/g can be computed in this case. If Y= 4, G,/g is independent of g; if v=t, for example, the multiplying factor is l-0.09Sg2/(l+0.197g2).
If g=$, this factor is 0.9944; at g= h, the factor is 0.96. Hence, the linearized value of G,/g is sufficiently accurate in the case of the thin-plate equation.
A. Thin-Plate Equation as a Limiting Case of the Exact Theory
To show how the exact theory may be used to determine the thin-plate equation as a limiting case, we return to Eq. (16) von Karmiin16 has also treated the problem of applying the equations of static elasticity theory to obtain a simplified beam equation; the final results are the same when proper comparison is made of the differences between plane stress and plane strain.
In the derivation of the thin-plate/load-deflection relationship from the exact solution, two terms were neglected in comparison with the terms retained. If the neglected terms are included in the analysis, the results are more complex, but in a typical case (Y=$) the previous linearized result of Gp G,/g= (13/18)+ (1/18)(5Q2+Q4), where now y2= (9Q2)/ (8-5Q2--!J4) and the G,/g ratio is now a function of 7. If we anticipate the numerical results and take 02= 0.302 (~=0.763), then the improved value of G,/g is 0.810, as compared with 13/18=0.722.
The exact result for G/g in this case is 0.813, so that good agreement is possible at least up to values of r=$, or well beyond the range of the conventional beam theory, which would not be expected to hold much beyond y=O.30.
III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
The quantity Q,./(&)= f(ig), a function of the argument (ig), where f(0) = 0 from the resonance condition. Hence, the expansion begins with the term linear in g and, to first-order terms, &/(Zp)=f'(O)ig.
Only real quantities are needed to evaluate f'(0). However, the frequency equation (16) To obtain an approximate solution of the frequency equation (16), we write this equation in the form and approximate each hyperbolic function to three terms to obtain the approximate equation
If the first two terms of Eq. (36) are used and y is assigned, a2 can be computed from a quadratic equation and resubstituted into (36) to obtain y2 from a quadratic equation. This easily determines a set of initial (a-_~) values that can be used in the transcendental equation (16) to determine the final values of (a---y), which are used in the subsequent calculations.
In the thin-plate approximation, G,/g= 13/18, a constant independent of y.
To simplify the calculation of G/g to terms that are linear in g (g<l), we write 
Since a?= 1--Q2/(l+ig), (@Jdg),o= (Q2/2&)i and p1 may be expanded in terms of g; the same procedure can be used for & and for all combinations that appear in f(Q). The quantities @r and &J are, of course, real and known since a is known. Consistent application of this expansion procedure leads to the value of f'(O), which will involve only the real quantities &, fi2, y and hyperbolic functions of real arguments.
B. Material II
For a material of the second kind, which exhibits bulk viscosity I?= (X+&)(l+ig) and x=X(l+ig), p=p (l+ig) ; this material has a uniform spectrum. For a given value of v, the resonant (Q--y) relationship is the same as for the first material.
However, &2 = l-Q2/(l+ig) and jz2= l-Q2/3(l+ig) if ~=a, and this change requires only slight modifications in the previous work; in fact, only two numerical coefficients of F in Eq. (37) must be changed and all other numerical work is the same.
When v=$,X= 00 and/3?=1-Q2,/?22=1;fi12=1-Q2/ (l+ig), pz"= 1 and these results are the same as before in the incompressible case. Thus, the results for both material are the same if v=*.
An exact evaluation for the elasticity solution is involved but straightforward; a linearized calculation is again a simple matter. A complete (nonlinear) calculation in this case showed precisely the same behavior upon g as in the thin-plate approximation, which justifies the use of the linearized calculations throughout the analysis. The ratio G/G, gives a comparison of the amplification factor at resonance for the exact and thin-plate theories. This ratio as a function of y= lh/2 is shown in Fig. (3) for materials 1 and 2 (v=+ and $). In the calculations made to obtain the curves, the quantities G/g and G,/g were computed for small g. Since the technological range of interest is for values of g to 0.10, the results are accurate for purposes of comparison and for direct use in applications.
Figure (3) shows that in the range O<r<0.3 there is almost no detectable error in the case v=+; for v=$, the error is about 4% at y= 0.30. At values of 7=0.60, the errors are (v=$) 1% and (v=$) 9% for Material I and 3% for Material II. In each case, the thin-plate theory under-estimates slightly the damping that is present.
For completeness, the resonance amplitudes 7, and P,, themselves should be compared. This requires an evaluation of the static deflection We write Pr/V,= l/(c+iG), %/Vsp= l/(e,+iG,), This ratio is plotted in Fig. (4) .
For the static deflection (at zero frequency), the thin-plate theory underestimates the deflection; for y= 0.30, the error is about 7%. The resonant amplitude results from the combined effect of the damping and the static-deflection corrections, which act in opposite directions. The latter correction is appreciably larger and the validity of the thin-plate theory is appreciably better for the evaluation of the damping than for the static rigidity. For wavelengths larger than ten times the thickness, the error of the thin-plate theory decreases rapidly. 
DYNAMIC VISCOELASTICITY V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In evaluating the resonance amplitude of a homogeneous isotropic viscoelastic plate, the thin-plate approximation is found to hold in the range 0 < y < 0.30, or for wavelengths larger than about ten times the thickness. The present results, Fig. (3) , show that G/G, is close to unity in this range, for both cases v=$ and 4. The incompressible case (v=&) provides better agreement than v=t, although the latter is in error by less than 4% in the stated range. In each case, the thin-plate theory slightly underestimates the damping; the thin-plate theory will therefore slightly overestimate the resonant-amplitude factor. Comparison of the thin-plate and exact theories for static deflections shows an opposite behavior; i.e., the thinplate theory underestimates the deflections. The error of the thin-plate theory for the damping is smaller than for the static deflection.
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